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Highest OSNR due to 18 photons/bit receiver
sensitivity (excluding possible FEC gains), better
than DQPSK, DPSK
Quadrature phase shift keying: 2 bits / symbol
With added polarization division multiplex: 4 bits / 
symbol. Multiplies total fiber capacity by ~4 with
respect to state-of-the art systems.
Low symbol rate greatly increases chromatic
dispersion and PMD tolerances over those of 
standard intensity modulated systems.

Evolutionary retrofitting of 40 Gbit/s transponders
into existing 10 Gbit/s WDM systems
RZ symbol format makes the system nonlinearity-tolerant
(XPM).
Coherent optical receiver relaxes optical filtering
requirements
Electrical received signals are proportional to optical fields

„Optical signal processing in the electrical domain“
becomes possible.
Chromatic dispersion and polarization mode dispersion
can be equalized electronically without any losses.

Z-cut LiNbO3 substrate Low Vp
Poled Sections in each sub-MZ Near-zero chirp
Z-poling concept: Compensation of the electro-optic 
overlap balance by 
electrode shift 
associated with 
reversed polarization
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active diameter:  21 µm
i-layer:  1700 .. 2000 nm
capacity:  31 .. 26 fF
f3db,opt: 16.5 .. 14 GHz
R:  > 0.8 A/W
Pmax,opt:  13 dBm

PIN diodes

Simulated ADC output signals 
with 10Gsymbol/s QPSK input

Compatible with the use of DFB lasers. Digital
implementation in SiGe and CMOS for 4×10 
Gbit/s, for finest „optical signal processing in the
electrical domain“
4×10 Gbit/s optical testbed with full functionality to 
be set up

For further information visit http://www.ont.upb.de/synQPSK.
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